KnowBrainer Forum
History, Instructions
& Mission Statement
There were originally a dozen or so Dragon speech recognition forums but the KnowBrainer
Forum is the world's last; supporting all editions of Dragon and Dragon related peripherals.
The KnowBrainer Forum membership is comprised of many of the world's most accomplished
Dragon users and developers but novices and those who are considering Dragon are also
welcomed. After 21 years, the KnowBrainer Forum has collected a massive amount of speech
recognition knowledge, combined with unparalleled member support. There is no such thing
as a stupid inquiry but when you post a question, remember that the devil is in the details.
The more fine points your question includes, the more likely you will receive a qualified
response. Please also keep in mind that we are not mind readers. There is almost no such
thing as too much information. Some questions may require your computer processor speed,
amount of RAM, soundcard and microphone details. Dragon related questions should also
include your Dragon edition and version information. Avoid generic terms like “Dragon”,
DragonDictate and “NaturallySpeaking”. Some preferred examples include DMPE 4.3, DPI
15.3 and DPG 15.5.
Although not required, we ask that you fill out your Profile (linked at the top of the forum
page) or consider creating a signature tag with your computer specs, sound system and
Dragon information to assist members who volunteer their important time to answer member
questions. Note that the usual polite forum rules apply (no swearing or flaming) and while
politics can be tempting, you should limit your questions and comments to speech recognition,
related hardware and related utilities.
This forum is an act of love but purchases from our store pay our hosting fees, forum updates,
keep the lights on and feed our 9 rescued disabled cats; 3 are blind & 2 are feral. We also
feed the wildlife which consists of turkeys, dear, raccoons, crows and possums. The coyotes
and occasionally cougar seem to be pretty good at feeding themselves
About Lunis Orcutt: In 1993 Lunis developed KnowBrainer 2017; 1st Dragon third-party
command utility featuring patented VerbalBasic (hands-free command writing) for the
physically disabled. In 1997 Lunis went public with www.KnowBrainer.com where you will
find Dragon, Dragon Third-Party Utilities, Microphones, Recorders, Trials and Global White
Glove Remote Support
You can reach Lunis between 9AM & 9PM US Central Time 365 days @
Lunis@KnowBrainer.com, Global Live Chat or (615) 884-4558 ext. 1
We do not work hands-free because we have to
We do so because it is the most efficient way to work
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